
Intentional Trespass to Person 
Limitation period: 

• Limitation Act NSW 1969:  
• Trespass/ action on case for personal injury – 3 years 
• Negligence/Action for property damage – 6 years 

 
• Trespass limitation begins after trespass committed. 
• Negligence action limitation begins after damage has occurred. 

 
Onus of proof:  
 
• P must prove direct injury by D, then D must show tort not intentional/negligent (lack of fault) (Platt v 

Nutt; McHale v Watson). 
• Exception: P must prove direct injury by D and fault of D in highway accidents (Venning v Chin). 
• As with all forms of trespass, battery is actionable per se: i.e. the plaintiff need not prove actual damage 
 
Elements of Trespass: 
 
Trespass is: 

• Positive act and not an omission (Blacker v Waters)  
• Direct application of force (Hutchins v Maughan):  

o Immediate injury (Reynolds v Clarke)  
o Not consequential (Scott v Shepherd)  
o maybe continuing act (Scott v Shepherd) 

• Intentional/careless (William v Holland): 
o Fault element: P must prove direct injury by D, then D must show tort not 

intentional/negligent (lack of fault) (Platt v Nutt; McHale v Watson; Stanley v Powell). 
o Negligence: trespass includes negligence (Williams v Milotin). Does not exist in England 

(Letang v Cooper). 
 
 
 
• Trespass = Positive + Direct force + Intention/Negligent 

 
o Direct force: Immediate injury + Not consequential + maybe continuing act 
o Intention/Negligent = Fault element or Negligence 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Three types of trespass: 
1. Battery 
2. Assault 
3. False Imprisonment 
___________________________________________ 
 
 
 



 
 
Battery 
 
Battery is a direct positive act either intentional or careless that causes physical bodily contact1, without any 

lawful justification2, to the plaintiff. 

Battery = Positive act (Scott v Shepherd) + direct (Hutchins v maughan) + Intentional v carelessly 
(William v Holland) + Physical contact to the P (Rixon v star city; In Re F) + No lawful justification 
(Fontin v. Katapodis) 
 
Trespass = Positive + Direct force + Intention/Negligent 
Physical contact to the P = Offensive + no need hostility + contact 
No lawful justification = No consent 
Defences = Implied consent + Necessity + provocation + legislation 
 
1. causes physical bodily contact: “the least touching of another in anger is a battery” (Cole v Turner)  

a. Offensive: outside accepted usages of contact in daily life (Collins v Wilcock, tapping on 
shoulder) 

b. Need not be hostile: Referred to as touching “in anger” (Cole v Turner). Does that mean need 
hostility? in Aus is NO; battery is unwanted contact, hostile or not. (Rixon v Star City): R playing 
roulette when spun around by person asking if he was R. 

c. Amount: “any touching of another person, however slight might amount to battery” (Collins v 
Wilcock per Robert Goff). 

d. Maybe clothes: battery maybe be committed if, the contact involves some element of force. 
 
2. Intention: D need not to intend the injury, but enough to intend the act. 
 
3. Defences:  

a. Express/Implied consent (Collins v Wilcock) 
b. Necessity: D’s act necessary for the preservation of life/human safety/protection of property    

(In Re F) 
c. Self-defence: D must prove the force used against the P was reasonable and proportionate to the 

threat to their own person (Fontin v Katapodis) 
d. Provocation (Fontin v Katapodis) 
e. Legislative defences: Police powers of arrest, lawful arrest (Collins v Wilcock)… 

4. Damages: 
a. Nominal damages (P’s right): small damages awarded to show harm suffered but no long-term 

injury suffered. i.e: freedom of speech violated. 
b. Compensatory damages (P’s right): are a right to return the P at the same position before the tort 

was committed. Monetary loss: medical expenses, loss of earnings and loss of ability to pursue 
leisure, pain and suffering which is hard to estimate.  
Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) ss3B (1) (a) states that this Act is excluded if a person does an 
intentional act with the intent to cause injury, death or sexual assault. 

c. Aggravated damages (P’s right): Additional sum + Compo, where the conduct was deliberate to 
compensate for indignity because of the, P was outraged, humiliated, insulted. The principle 
inquiry here is the reaction (insulted, etc.) of the P. 

                                                
1 Collins v Wilcock [1984] 1 WLR 1172 at 1177-8 
2 Rixon v Star City Pty Ltd (2001) 53 NSWLR 98, [113] 



CLA part 2 div 3 s16, sets out the award of aggravated damages for non-economic loss. (the 
severity of the loss should be no less than 15% of the most extreme case and is calculate 
according to a table.) 

d. Exemplary damages (court’s discretion): Damages that are punitive in nature, awarded on the 
conduct of the D shows a conscious contumelious disregard of the P’s rights and this is to punish 
and deter his conduct. Conduct to that shocks the court and offensive to the community at large.  
 
Exempl. D = contumelious conduct (negligence not included CLA s21) (Lamb v Cotogno)+ D 
NOT punished through other means (no jail etc.) (Gray v Motor Accident Commission) + other 
punishment NOT substantial 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Assault 
 
An assault3 is a direct positive threat carried out intentionally or carelessly4 by the defendant, by words or 

conduct5, to cause reasonable6 apprehension in the plaintiff’s mind to the application of an immediate or 

imminent7 unlawful force (bodily contact). 

 

Threat (direct + intention/careless  + known) + (reasonable + immediate + intentional) apprehension = 

Assault 

1. Threat 
a. Direct threat to apply force (Stephens v Myers) 

i. Words and silence usually not but may be if causes apprehension in context (R v Ireland) 
ii. Threat can be made over phone (Barton v Armstrong)  

b. Intention to cause apprehension of immediate battery but not threat 
i. Doesn’t matter if threat is carried out (Brady v Schatzel: pointed empty pistol still threat). 

ii. Can be reckless: believing in a probable outcome of an action is equivalent to intention 
(Hall v Fonceca) 

iii. Conditional threats usually no assault (Tuberville v Savage) but depends on context 
(Police v Graeves; Zanker v Vartzokas). 

2. P must: 
a. Knowledge of threat (Brady v Schatzel) 
b. Reasonably apprehend: need not experience fear (ACN v Chekuti).  
c. Immediately apprehend and not future. Temporal immediacy can be waived in extreme situations 

(Balven v Thurston). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3 Connex Trains v Chetcuti [2008] VSCA 274 at [16] 
4 Rixon v Star City Pty Ltd (2001) 53 NSWLR 98, 114 
5 Barton v Armstrong [1969] 2 NSWR 451, 454-5 
6 Barton v Armstrong [1969] 2 NSWR 451, 455 
7 Rozsa v Samuels [1969] SASR 205, 207	  



 
False Imprisonment 
 
False imprisonment is a positive act8 that directly9 and intentionally, totally deprives the plaintiff of his/her 

liberty10, without lawful justification11.  

1. Act: 
a. Complete physical or psychological submission (need not be physical): Symes v Mahon 

2. Total restraint 
a. Examples: driving car too fast (Burton v Davies), held on speeding boat (R v Macquarie and 

Budge). 
b. Extent of restraint: “It is necessary that the detention be total and not just a constraint of 

freedom of movement” (Bird v Jones). 
c. No reasonable means of escape: 

i. Bird v Jones: P blocked from going forward on path by officers. Held: could have 
gone in opposite direction. 

ii. Depends on risk: Townley J in Burton v Davies: eg. Locked person in room with 
window in which he may jump to ground at risk of life/limb. 

iii. Depends on knowledge: Robinson v Balmain New Ferry Co: P paid to enter wharf to 
take ferry. Decided not to go on ferry anymore, wanted to leave and refused to pay 
again to exit. Held: P knew conditions of entry when going in wharf. “When a person 
surrenders their own liberty, they cannot within the terms of their lawful surrender 
complain of false imprisonment.” Also could have escaped by swimming. ALSO 
Herd v Weardale: coalminer wanted to get out of mine halfway through shift, refused 
as only allowed to use lift at end and start of shift. Held: not FI as he knew he was 
going to be down there. 

d. Knowledge: need not know restrained (Murray v Ministry of Defence: P held in house while 
inspected by RARA, had no idea what was going on until afterwards).  

i. Meering v Grahame-White Aviation Co: P went in office, did not know officers 
stationed outside room.  

ii. HOWEVER, some contrary authorities eg. Herring v Boyle. 
3. Lawful justification to FI: 

a. LEPRA 2002 (NSW) s 99 subs 1,2,3: Police arresting with/out warrant suspect on reasonable 
grounds 

b. LEPRA 2002 (NSW) s 100 subs 1,2: People can arrest other people if an indictable offence 
under any Act. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
8 Holmes v Mather (1875) LR 10 Ex 261 at 268-9 
9 Hutchins v Maughan (1947) VLR 131 [135] 
10 Symes v Mahon [1922] SASR 447 at 453 
11 Bahner v Marwest Hotel Ltd (1969) 6 DLR (3d) 322 (British Columbia Supreme Court) 


